
Episode 6

Unlocking Hearts and Minds:
Teaching with Clarity and
Conviction

In this episode of Teaching Restored, we talk about what Kevin calls the Ts&Cs.
It has helped guide his method of teaching and sharing the restored gospel.

Kevin & Julie walk through the deeper meaning of the Ts&Cs+ and find hidden
gems to share information and testimony and bring the Spirit in a conversation.

5 KEY TAKEAWAYS
1. What is teaching and what should it look like at the end when we are done?
2. How is testifying different and how can we make sure testifying becomes an
integral part of teaching.
3. It’s tough to explain things so simply - so clearly - they can’t be
misunderstood! How we can integrate this concept in our conversations.
4. What regular teaching looks like vs. teaching with conviction and boldness.
5. How doing all this without hesitation or reservation will enhance our Ts&Cs.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS



1. How can revising our questions lead to better questions? Why is this

important in the teaching process?

2. How can we keep from getting so wrapped up in the content so we can

remember to testify?

3. Have you ever taught a class, walked away and never thought of it again?

How can we have classes that, after it’s over, it stays with everyone?

4. What is the difference between teaching with energy and teaching with

conviction?

5. Have you ever had a spiritual experience that felt like a gentle reprimand?

How did it motivate you to change your approach to teaching or sharing your

beliefs?

6. How do you feel about asking yourself questions before asking them to a

group? Do you think this process can lead to better decision-making? Why or

why not?

7. What is the difference between teaching, facilitating, leading, and guiding?

How do they play different roles when you teach?

8. Share a time when you struggled to articulate a complex topic to someone

with different beliefs. How did you find simple ways to explain it? Did you have

any quotes or phrases that helped you convey the message effectively?

9. Take the “being saved by grace vs. works” topic. How would you clearly

explain and testify of this concept to someone not of church?

10. How do you connect the goal to testify with feeling conviction about what

you are saying? How can making it personal enhance the level of conviction in

your testimony?



INVITATION
Next time you teach, prepare ways to teach & testify with clarity and
conviction, and, when appropriate, without hesitation or reservation.

WRAP UP
As always, engage with us in the comments section of the videos! We would
love to hear about your transformative moments in teaching.

We hope you enjoyed this episode as much as we did creating it! Stay tuned as
we continue journeying through the intricate world of teaching and learning,
bringing you more insights, stories, and practical tips along the way.

-Kevin Jones & Julie Hillyard
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